Molecular anatomy of the blood-brain barrier as defined by immunocytochemistry.
This review outlines the recent developments and improvements of our knowledge concerning the molecular composition of the BBB as revealed by immunocytochemistry. Data have been accumulated which show that the BBB exhibits a specific collection of structural and metabolic properties which are also found in tight transporting epithelia. This conclusion is substantiated by (i) the implementation of antibodies which recognize proteins of non-BBB origin, to show that these biochemical markers and the functions that they represent are localized in the BBB endothelium; and (ii) the characterization of target molecules to which polyclonal or monoclonal antibodies which have been generated to epitopes of the BBB endothelium or brain homogenates. According to these data the protein assemblies comprising the phenotypical appearance of the BBB can therefore be defined by the particular selection as well as topological expression of common epithelial antigens, rather than the expression of BBB-unique molecular species. In this respect the immunocytochemical data corroborate the physiological assumption that the BBB possesses the character of a specific polarized epithelium. Attention is also given to the description of developmental expression of BBB-related immunomarkers. By collecting the data from different sources we introduce a classification of the BBB marker proteins according to their developmental appearance. Three groups of proteins are classified with respect to their sequential expression around the time of BBB closure: Phase E (early) markers which appear before BBB closure, phase I (intermediate) markers which are expressed at the time of BBB tightening, and phase L (late) markers which are detectable after the closure of the BBB. Such a scheme may to be useful in better defining the maturation process of BBB, which apparently is not a momentary event in brain development, but rather consists of a temporally sequenced process of hierarchically structured gene expression which finally define the molecular properties of the BBB. This process continues even after parturition, especially with regard to the achievement of immunological properties of the mature BBB. By examining the developmental spatio-temporal expression of different BBB markers we conclude that the mechanisms governing the pattern of BBB maturation are not limited to the interactions occurring between glial and endothelial cells. We therefore suggest a heuristic model in a triangular interrelationship that includes differentiation effects of neurons on glia and of glia cells on the BBB endothelium.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)